Abstract-Predictive maintenance of electric motors is a topic of increasing importance in many industrial applications. The mining industry is not an exception; many electric motors operating in mining facilities are critical machines, and their unexpected failures may imply significant losses and can be hazardous for the users. Due to these facts, an increasing research effort has been dedicated to investigate new techniques that are able to provide a reliable diagnostic of the motor condition. Over recent years, monitoring of electrical quantities (e.g., motor currents) has emerged as a very attractive option for determining the health of several motor parts (rotor, eccentricities, bearings) due to its very interesting advantages: possibility of remote motor monitoring, noninvasive nature, simple application, broad fault coverage, etc. The traditional methods based on the analysis of motor currents during a steadystate operation [motor current signature analysis (MCSA)] are being complemented when not replaced by more reliable approaches. This paper applies an innovative transient-based methodology to several case studies referred to large motors operating in mining facilities. The results prove how this modern methodology enables us to overcome some important drawbacks of the classical MCSA, such as its unsuitability under varying speed conditions, and may provide an earlier indication of rotor electrical asymmetries under such working conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE are more than 300 million electric motors in the world. These machines intervene in a countless number of industrial applications, and they are considered as the "workhorses" of modern societies [1] . The mining industry is not an exception; electric motors are critical assets in mining facilities where they drive a diversity of loads. One particularity of the motors in mining applications is their variable operation regimes. Unlike the motors in other industries (such as petrochemical), which usually work under rather stable regimes, most of the motors involved in mining processes are subjected to frequent transients and often work under intermittent duty cycles or cycles with variable loads (frequent starts, decelerations, stops, load changes, etc.).
The most widespread electric motors are the cage induction motors. In comparison with other alternatives (synchronous machines, wound rotor asynchronous motors, dc motors, etc.), cage motors have important advantages, such as their robustness, simplicity, and lower cost. However, this does not imply that they are not prone to suffer faults: Bearing failures, stator insulation faults, rotor damages, and core failures are the most common types of faults in induction motors [1] - [3] .
Rotor damages are particularly dangerous. Since the occurrence rate of rotor faults is, in relative terms, much lower than those of other types of failures (bearings, insulation), many users have the erroneous belief that the rotor never fails or that it does not require a proper maintenance. Although rotor damages do not usually lead to catastrophic effects, many industrial cases of forced motor outages caused by the detachment of fragments of broken rotor bars or by the protrusion of broken bars that led to the damage of the stator insulation have been recently reported [2] . But, even if the rotor fault does not cause immediate catastrophic failure, the damage progressively propagates, increasing in severity and affecting the motor efficiency. If the fault severity gets worse, it can even impede the motor startup, causing unplanned production shutdowns. Moreover, rotor faults are much more frequent in large motors starting under high inertias and operating under intermittent cycles that include frequent startups or abrupt load variations. These situations are frequent in the mining industry, and this is the reason why the detection of rotor faults is especially relevant in this industry. Fig. 1 shows 0093-9994 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. a picture of a rotor fault in a large motor operating in a mining industry.
The classical method for the assessment of the rotor condition in induction motors is the well-known motor current signature analysis (MCSA) [1] , [4] , [5] that relies on capturing the waveform of the current demanded by the motor during a steady-state operation, analyzing it with the fast Fourier transform (FFT), and evaluating the amplitude of certain components or harmonics that are amplified by the rotor fault. This approach has given good results for a certain range of industrial applications, where the operation regime is rather stable. However, it has been proven its unsuitability in applications where the motor speed is continuously changing (due to frequent transients, load variations, supply modifications, etc.), which are rather common in the mining industry, as it was preliminarily proven in [6] . Moreover, in the recent decade, it has been shown that in some industrial situations the application of MCSA may cause erroneous diagnostics (false indications), which can lead to severe consequences for the corresponding industry [7] - [11] .
Due to the aforementioned drawbacks of MCSA, a new methodology has been introduced over these last few years. Unlike the classical MCSA, this new trend {known as advanced transient current signature analysis (ATCSA) [6] - [9] } relies on the analysis of the motor current regardless of its operation regime, so it includes the analysis of currents during a transient operation. In its simplest and most studied modality, this new approach is based on the analysis of the current demanded by the motor during its connection process (startup current) [8] . The analysis of this signal has been recently proven to be a very powerful informational source to diagnose the condition of the rotor, overcoming most of the MCSA drawbacks. For instance, it has been proven its potential, even under variable regimes [6] , as well as its reliability in situations where MCSA may provide false indications [7] - [11] . These advantages are extremely helpful in the mining industry, in cases where, as it will be shown in this paper, ATCSA can help us to provide a very reliable diagnosis, whereas MCSA may not be helpful due to the variable operation of these motors. This paper presents, for the first time, the combined application of advanced signal processing tools adapted to a transient analysis (ATCSA) to the detection of electrical rotor asymmetries in real mining field cases in which the MCSA method was not reliable. The cases are referred to motors that operate in mining facilities in South America and Central Europe [14] and were suggested by the own manufacturers of well-known condition monitoring devices. This paper combines the application of sophisticated continuous transforms for obtaining the characteristic patterns created by the fault components, with discrete transforms to compute the fault severity indicators. The results prove the reliability of this advanced methodology for diagnosing the rotor condition, even in adverse situations, such as motors operating under variable speed regimes. The importance of ATCSA is further highlighted with a simulated result showing that under severe transients, usual in the mining industry, incipient defects in the secondary circuit of an induction motor may increase their effects and hence, it provides better means for early diagnosis. In this section, the two main approaches based on current analysis for rotor condition assessment in induction motors are compared: the classical method based on the FFT of the steadystate current (MCSA) and the new proposed approach relying on analysis of the startup current (ATCSA). The foundations of each are described, and the advantages of ATCSA are exposed.
A. Classical Method: MCSA
As commented above, the classical method for rotor condition monitoring in induction motors is the well-known MCSA. Its application includes the following three different steps [1] , [4] , [5] :
1) capturing the waveform of the current demanded by the motor during steady state; 2) performing the FFT analysis of the steady-state current signal; and 3) evaluating the amplitudes of the harmonics amplified by rotor damages. When rotor damages (broken or partially broken rotor bars, cracked end rings, and aluminum injection voids in aluminum cages) are present, two main harmonic families are amplified [1] , [15] . These families are given by (1) and (2), where f is the supply frequency, s is the slip, k is a natural number in (1), and [15] . Among them, the most relevant components, which are usually employed to assess the level of rotor damage are sideband harmonics that are obtained from (1) for k = 1. The few commercial devices that can perform the assessment of the rotor condition based on current analysis rely on the evaluation of the amplitudes of these harmonics and, more specifically, on the amplitude of the lower sideband harmonic (LSH)-the one obtained for negative sign and k = 1 in (1). Amplitudes of the LSH between -55 and -45 dB relative to that of the fundamental are usually indicative of the presence of rotor damage [2] .
Sometimes, the identification of other harmonics given by (1) and/or (2) is also employed as complementary informational sources for the diagnosis, especially when the identification of the sideband harmonics is not easy. In fact, it is rather usual the use of the harmonics given by f·(5-4·s) and f·(5-6·s), which are obtained from (2) for k/p = 5 [16] . The detection of these harmonics is a complementary evidence of the presence of the rotor failure. To illustrate the application of MCSA, Fig. 2 shows the identification of the sideband harmonics and the f·(5-4·s) and f·(5-6·s) components in a motor with two broken bars (out of 28). The clear conclusion is that the fault is present in the machine
MCSA has provided satisfactory results when diagnosing rotor faults as well as other electromechanical failures (eccentricities and even bearing damages) in a broad range of motors operating under diverse conditions. However, it also has some important constraints that have been extensively reported in recent works. These can be summarized in two main points [12] . 1) MCSA is not suitable application under variable speed or supply conditions: if the motor speed changes during the capture of the current, the slip s will also change. The immediate consequence is that the slip-dependent fault harmonics, given by (1) and (2), will also change. The result is that a certain component will not appear as a single "peak" in a specific frequency of the spectrum, but it will spread over a certain frequency range. Hence, it will be very difficult to evaluate the real amplitude of a certain fault component since it will be distributed over different frequencies. This constraint is especially critical in some mining applications where the speed continuously changes, as it will be shown in this paper [6] . Analogously, if the supply conditions change during the capture, the effect is even worse: If the supply frequency varies, not only the frequencies of fault components will change [see (1) and (2)] but also fundamental component will change. This situation is common in inverter-fed motors, where the converter control loop changes the supply frequency depending on the motor loading conditions. 2) MCSA may provide occasional false indications: It has been extensively reported over recent years that there are some industrial cases where the use of MCSA can lead to erroneous diagnostics. These wrong diagnostics can be classified into two categories: a) false-positive indications (i.e., diagnosing the rotor as faulty when it is healthy); and b) false-negative indications (i.e., diagnosing the rotor as healthy when its actual condition is faulty). There are a number of situations that can lead to these false indications, and they have been reported in detail in recent works [7] - [11] , [17] - [19] . These situations are related either to operational regimes of the machine (diagnosis under no load conditions, presence of load fluctuations, etc.) or to its constructive characteristics (existence of cooling axial ducts, rotor core anisotropy issues, broken outer bars in double cage rotors, etc.). Luckily, these situations are much less frequent than those where MCSA provides correct results. However, the consequences of eventual false-negative or -positive indications can be very negative, especially in terms for economic losses [2] , [7] - [11] . This makes the use of complementary tools to ratify the presence of the aforementioned faults advisable.
B. New Transient-Based Methodology: ATCSA
In order to overcome the MCSA drawbacks, a novel approach for fault diagnosis in electric motors has been recently proposed. This new approach is based on the analysis of the current regardless of the operation regime of the motor, so it includes the analysis of currents during a transient motor operation (ATCSA). The simplest and most extended modality of this approach relies on the analysis of the startup current [8] . Unlike the MCSA method, where the objective is to identify frequency components in the FFT spectrum, in ATCSA, the goal is to track the evolutions of fault components during the startup. The underlying idea is simple: Since the frequencies of the fault components, given by (1) and (2) , are functions on the slip s, they will vary as the slip does. Since, during a direct-on-line startup the slip s changes between 1 and near 0, the fault components' frequencies will change accordingly. For instance, according to the expression f· (1-2·s) , the frequency of the LSH will drop during the startup from f (when s = 1) to 0 Hz (when s = 1/ 2) and will increase again to near f Hz (when s 0 at steady state) [8] ; hence, if this frequency evolution is plotted over time, the LSH will follow a very characteristic V pattern that is a reliable evidence of the presence of the rotor failure [see Fig. 3(b) ]. The problem is that, in order to detect this type of evolutions (a frequency change in time) is necessary to employ proper signal processing tools that are able to provide a time-frequency (T-F) representation of the analyzed signal. These tools are known as T-F transforms. There are many available T-F tools; in past works, they were classified in discrete transforms and continuous transforms, each group having its own advantages and drawbacks [13] , [20] .
In this paper, two different T-F tools are used: On one hand, an optimized version of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is employed for the continuous analyses. The STFT is based on the following idea [21] : The analyzed signal is multiplied by a window function centered at t that is different from zero only for a short time period [22] . The expression of this transform is given by (3); h(τ ) is the window function (often a Hann window or a Gaussian window although other functions can be also used), whereas x(τ ) is the analyzed signal. Then, the Fourier transform of the resulting signal is obtained, while moving the window function along the time axis, yielding a twodimensional representation of the signal [see (4) ]. In such way, a set of spectra are obtained; the total set is known as PSP (t,w), which is a T-F representation of the analyzed signal (known as spectrogram) [21] 
On the other hand, a discrete T-F tool, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is employed for the computation of the fault severity indicator. When the DWT is applied to a certain sampled signal i(t), this signal is decomposed into a set of signals (wavelet signals): an approximation signal at a certain decomposition level n (a n ) plus n detail signals (d j with j varying from 1 to n) [23] . Each wavelet signal (approximation and detail) has an associated frequency band, the limits of which are well established, once the sampling rate (f s ) of the original analyzed signal is known, in accordance with an algorithm enunciated by Mallat (subband coding algorithm) [24] .
The fault severity indicator based on the DWT was proposed in previous works (γ D 7 ) [8] , [10] , and it is defined as the ratio between the energy of a specific wavelet signal (usually d 7 ) and that of the total startup current signal. The expression of this indicator is given by (5) , where i j is the value of the jth sample of the current signal; d 7 (j) is the j element of the wavelet signal d 7 ; N b is the number of the sample corresponding to the starting point of the second group of oscillations in d 7 (return trip of LSH); N s is the number of sample at which these oscillations are extinguished [8] , [10] . According to the experience of the authors, values of γ D 7 lower than 50 dB are indicative of rotor damage
One of the advantages of ATCSA is that it does not only rely on the detection of the LSH evolution for detecting rotor damages. Each fault harmonic given by (1) or (2) has its own evolution as the slip changes; hence, it is possible to detect the evolutions of all these harmonics with the T-F transforms, increasing the reliability in the diagnostic [13] . For instance, the upper sideband harmonic (USH), given by f·(1+2·s) will evolve between 3·f (when s = 1) and f (when s 0 at steady state). Fig. 3 illustrates the application of ATCSA and shows the clear differences between a healthy motor and a motor with faulty rotor. In this figure, the STFT is used, and it clearly shows the aforementioned V-shaped evolution of the LSH for the faulty case.
Note that ATCSA brings important advantages. First, for detection purposes, the identification of patterns is much more reliable than identifying a single component in a frequency spectrum, avoiding false indications of classical MCSA. In addition, ATCSA is valid for any operation regime of the motor. Second, heavy transients, usual in the mining industry, load the rotor cage with currents more than six times higher than the ones existing during a operation at rated speed, and thus, increasing the electrical asymmetry of the cage due to differential heating when incipient faults are present. In order to provide an example of this effect, the model presented in [25] has been used to simulate for a long startup transient the rotor quantities in two damaged rotors, one having one of the bar's endings reduced to 12% of its original cross section and other 8%, thus limiting the current that flows into the end ring. The variation of resistance of the damaged bars during the transient compared to a healthy one is depicted in Fig. 4 . At 5 s, when the slip has been reduced to s = 0.084, the bar with the highest level of damage (8%) exhibits an increase in resistance of 38% compared to the 29% at the beginning of the transient (s = 1, cold state). For the other case (12% of remaining cross section at one of the bar's end), the rise in resistance is 23% compared to 17% at connection. These differences are reduced as the rotor further approaches synchronous speed-still during the transient-and the values of the currents decrease. Therefore, the careful quantification of the energy present in the evolution of the LSH in the T-F diagram, especially the ascending branch, can yield a more accurate view of the state of the cage compared to stationary analysis methods.
III. FIELD CASES IN REAL MINING FACILITIES
This section presents several cases corresponding to field motors operating in different mining facilities in South America and Central Europe. These were all large machines and most of them were operating under variable duty cycles, a fact that made, in some of the analyzed cases, the application of the classical MCSA difficult.
A. High Voltage Motors in Giant Bucket Wheel Excavators
The first analyzed case is related to a set of four motors that belong to giant bucket wheel stone excavators (commonly known as "palas Komatsu"), which were operating in open mining facilities in South America [6] . All analyzed motors were four-pole machines, which were rated 7.2 kV and 1450 kW. The particularity of these motors was relying on their variable operating conditions, since their load (and, hence, the slip) did not remain constant but was varying all the time.
The particular operation of these motors caused that the application of MCSA was unsuitable: When the load (slip) changes during the capture of the current, the fault frequencies [that depend on the slip, as shown in (1) and (2)] also change and, consequently, they do not fall at a specific frequency value but they spread within a certain frequency range in the FFT spectrum. This makes the evaluation of the real amplitudes of the fault harmonics and, subsequently, the evaluation of the rotor condition via MCSA very difficult.
This unsuitability of MCSA for assessing the rotor condition in this field case was illustrated by the fact that, when using a commercial device relying on MCSA for rotor condition monitoring, the diagnostics provided were erratic and even erroneous in some cases, due to the varying nature of the load: If the slip remained approximately constant during a capture, the fault harmonic amplitude was able to be properly determined. Otherwise, the value of the fault component amplitude, computed by the device, was erroneous since it spread through different spectral frequencies.
Moreover, in some of the analyzed cases, the oscillating nature of the driven load was introducing harmonics very similar to those caused by the fault, leading to false-positive indications, as it was already reported in previous works [8] , [17] . All these problems can be satisfactorily solved if the novel startup analysis approach (ATCSA) was applied. Fig. 5 shows, for each analyzed motor (M1-M4), the evolution of the LSH amplitude relative to the fundamental for different successive measurements that were carried out in the corresponding motor (the alarm region is between the red and orange dotted lines; below the red line we would have a clear faulty condition). A first overview shows the significant variation of the LSH amplitude for each machine. This is caused by the aforementioned variation of the motor load that was influencing the evaluated amplitude of that harmonic. On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows the ATCSA analyses of the startup current for the four considered motors. A more detailed study of Figs. 5 and 6, for each specific motor, leads to the following conclusions.
1) With regard to motor M1, the value of the LSH amplitude at successive measurements was showing important variations (see Fig. 5 ). The initial measurements seem to indicate a faulty condition of the rotor (LSH amplitude below the line at -45 dB). However, the latter measurements led to much lower values of the LSH amplitude that correspond to healthy condition. This erratic behavior of the LSH amplitude was illustrative of the problem caused by the continuous load variation. This variation was provoking the incorrect evaluation of the LSH amplitude when the slip s changed during the capture of the current. The application of ATCSA to this case (see Fig. 6 ) shows a faulty condition of the rotor for this motor (the V-shaped pattern is present). The computation of fault severity indicators based on ATCSA leads to a value of 47.1 dB confirming the faulty condition of the rotor. 2) Motor M2 is a clear case of false-positive indication. The LSH amplitude, despite variable, remains in an approximate constant value after the initial measurement (see Fig. 5 ). However, ATCSA does not reveal any V-shaped pattern caused by the LSH (Fig. 6) , and the ATCSA indicator yields a value of 69.3 dB. This indicates that the fault is not present. The LSH in MCSA is probably caused by the oscillating nature of the load that was introducing a harmonic very similar to the LSH that was erroneously identified as the fault harmonic. The case of Motor M3 illustrates a situation where the conclusions of MCSA and ATCSA are coincident. The LSH amplitude, despite punctual variations, indicates a faulty condition of the rotor (Fig. 5) , whereas ATCSA reveals the presence of the pattern and yields an indicator of 39.1 dB. 3) Finally, the case of motor M4 is analogue to that of M2 (false positive): The MCSA indicates faulty condition, whereas ATCSA does not show any pattern and yields a value of 66.5 dB, which confirms the healthy condition.
B. Healthy 850-/450-kW Motor Driving a Fume Exhaust Fan
The diagnosed machine was a three-phase double-speed 850-/450-kW motor that was driving a fan for exhaust fume extraction in a mining facility in central Europe. The motor was operating at 450 kW (lower speed, number of pole pairs = 5). The variable speed operation of this motor makes it advisable to apply techniques based on the analysis of the startup current (ATCSA). Fig. 7 shows the ATCSA of the startup current for this motor. It is observed that how the V-shaped pattern associated with the rotor asymmetry had very low intensity. In addition, the computation of the fault severity indicator relying on the DWT led to a value of 53.7 dB (higher than the threshold level 50 dB), which confirmed the healthy condition of the rotor cage.
C. Faulty 850-/450-kW Motor Driving a Fume Exhaust Fan
The motor diagnosed in this case was similar to the previous one, i.e., a three-phase double-speed 850-/450-kW motor that was driving a fan for the extraction of the exhaust fumes in a mining facility in Central Europe. Again, the motor was operating at 450 kW (lower speed, number of pole pairs = 5). The preliminary application of MCSA led to suspect the presence of certain damage in the rotor cage since prominent sidebands appeared at both sides of the supply frequency. In order to ratify this diagnostic and avoid a possible false indication, ATCSA was applied to the startup current. Fig. 8 shows the ATCSA of the startup current for this motor. The V-shaped pattern associated with the rotor asymmetry is clearly observed, having a prominent intensity in the T-F map. In addition, the computation of the fault severity indicator based on ATCSA led to a value of 45.4 dB (lower than the threshold level), which confirmed the existence of certain damage in the rotor cage.
D. High-Speed Coal Mill Motor With Severe Rotor Damage
The motor analyzed in this case was a 320-kW motor driving a high-speed coal mill in a mining facility in central Europe. The application of the MCSA method revealed the presence of fault components with prominent amplitudes similar to those depicted in Fig. 2 . This indicated the possible existence of a significant asymmetry in the rotor cage. In order to ratify this diagnostic, it was decided to apply the ATCSA method. Fig. 9 shows the ATCSA analysis of the startup current for this motor. Note the presence of a clear V-shaped pattern with significant intensity that is an evidence of the presence of the rotor damage. In order to determine the severity of the damage, the ATCSAbased fault severity indicator was computed, yielding a value of 42 dB, which was clearly indicative of a severe damage. Finally, the motor was disassembled and the rotor was inspected, revealing the presence of several breakages in the rotor cage (see picture of this rotor in Fig. 1 ).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the analysis of the motor current is proposed as a valuable informational source to assess the rotor condition of induction motors that are operating in mining facilities. In this type of applications, the possibility of rotor damage is higher, due to the existence of frequent transient regimes caused by abrupt load variations and heavy startups that increase the thermal gradients and electrodynamic stresses in the rotor bars. The use of a simple technique that enables us to determine the rotor condition in a fast and reliable way, without necessity of disassembling the machine becomes certainly appealing. In this context, the current monitoring technique, relying on the analysis of the waveform of the current demanded by the motor, is an excellent alternative since, in addition to its simplicity and suitability for detecting rotor damages, it enables the remote monitoring of the motor condition (the current can be measured in the motor control center, in the secondary of current transformers) in a noninvasive way.
The two main available technologies based on analysis of currents have been revised in this paper. The classical MCSA method, relying on the FFT analysis of the steady-state current, and the modern technologies based on analysis of the startup current (ATCSA). The field cases included in this paper, corresponding to motors operating in real mining facilities in different countries, prove the reliability of the joint application of both approaches. In particular, it is demonstrated that how the use of ATCSA can be very useful for avoiding some drawbacks of the classical MCSA, such as its unsuitability in variable speed regimes or its occasional false indications.
With regard to the method sensitivity, in past works, the effectivity of the method for detecting accuracy severity levels of around 1 broken bar out of 28 (less than 5% of bars broken) was proven. The detection of the fault while it is still in such low severity levels gives enough reaction time to plan proper maintenance actions or rotor repair. Moreover, simulations indicated that under severe transients the effect of incipient faults is increased as compared to stationary conditions. It must be remarked that the methodology can be extrapolated to the detection of other faults as well as other operation regimes, as proven in previous works [26] , [27] . Indeed, it is even possible to use it in inverted-fed motors. In this case, the evolutions of the fault harmonics are slightly different. For instance, the LSH progressively separates from the fundamental during the startup. But, using appropriate T-F tools, these components can be discerned and the rotor condition can be diagnosed, as it was proven in previous works [26] .
